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It commenced on 9 March and ended on 26 October after seventeen races. The Formula One
calendar featured two new events in the Luxembourg Grand Prix , as well as the Austrian Grand
Prix , the latter of which returned to the calendar after a ten-year absence. Future race winners,
Ralf Schumacher and Jarno Trulli made their debut in this season. The championship was
decided under highly controversial circumstances as championship leader Michael Schumacher
deliberately rammed Villeneuve whilst trying to defend his race lead in the final round of the
championship at the European Grand Prix at Jerez , Spain. Villeneuve finished third in the race
in spite of the contact. Schumacher still kept his five race wins. Villeneuve won seven races, but
would never win a Formula One Grand Prix again before his retirement. As of , this was the last
time the championship was won by a non-European driver, the last Constructors' and Drivers'
championships for Williams. This is also notably marked the last season with teams fielding V8
-powered cars, until Two new teams came into Formula One in Stewart , who arrived with the
backing of the Ford Motor Company ; and Lola , which only entered the Australian Grand Prix
after the team's dismal performance in the Grand Prix which saw a lack of sponsorship for the
next Grand Prix in Brazil. The former Ligier was sold from Flavio Briatore to Alain Prost and
became Prost ; while Footwork reverted to the " Arrows " name and switched from the Hart
engines used in to Yamaha engines. Tyrrell changed their engines as well, swapping the
Yamaha engines in preference to the Ford engines. He helped the team with its new windtunnel
facility at Brackley , the tunnel itself was funded by Ferrari in exchange for Eddie Irvine who
moved to Ferrari the previous year. Sauber , in partnership with new sponsor Petronas , formed
Sauber Petronas Engineering and through the newly established engineering company secured
the licensing rights to engine and gearbox components from Ferrari , allowing them to build and
run nearly identical units to those used in the Ferraris. The engines were branded as Petronas ,
in deference to the role the company played in their development. The following seventeen
Grands Prix took place in The season started in Australia , with Canadian Jacques Villeneuve
taking the first pole position of his F1 career. The moment was short-lived, however, as
Villeneuve was out of the race at the first corner after colliding with Johnny Herbert. Villeneuve
once again took pole position in Brazil , and once again he was off at the first corner. Luckily for
him the race was restarted, and the Canadian took the lead on lap 49 from Gerhard Berger. The
Austrian finished second and Olivier Panis continued his impressive form from with third place.
For the third time in a row, Jacques Villeneuve was again on pole position for Argentina.
However, he was spared another first corner collision, and instead it was Michael Schumacher
who collided with Rubens Barrichello. With Schumacher out, Eddie Irvine went on to challenge
Villeneuve for the lead, and he made several attempts to pass the Canadian's Williams but failed
on all his attempts and had to settle for second. Ralf Schumacher , in his first full season,
managed to get onto the podium after he finished third. Villeneuve continued his run of
consecutive pole positions in San Marino. Villeneuve's German teammate, Frentzen , won his
first and only Grand Prix for Williams after he finished just over a second ahead of Michael
Schumacher, with Eddie Irvine coming third. Frentzen managed to end Villeneuve's run of pole
positions in Monaco. For the second time in successive seasons, the Monaco Grand Prix was
raced under very wet conditions. Michael Schumacher won his first race of the season with his
future Ferrari teammate, Rubens Barrichello finishing in second and earning Stewart not only
their first podium finish, but their first points finish and their first finish of any kind. Irvine took
the final step on the podium for the second time in a row. In Spain , Williams continued to
dominate the qualifying session, as Villeneuve, for the fifth time this season, took pole and
Frentzen made sure Williams occupied both slots on the front row. Villeneuve went on to win
the Grand Prix, with fellow French-speaking drivers, Olivier Panis and Jean Alesi, coming
second and third respectively. Williams's run of consecutive pole positions was broken in
Canada where Michael Schumacher took pole; Rubens Barrichello's Stewart split the two
Williams in third place. Schumacher earned his second pole of the season in France ; he was
accompanied by Frentzen on the front row. The two would stay in their respective positions at
the end of the race, with Eddie Irvine in third. Villeneuve earned his sixth pole of the season in
Britain , with teammate Frentzen partnering him on the front row. Michael Schumacher failed to
complete the race after he retired with a wheel bearing problem. Gerhard Berger, who had not
competed at the previous Grand Prix because of the illness and the death of his father,
managed to get pole position for the German Grand Prix. Fastest lap and race victory followed,
which would ultimately be Berger's and Benetton's final win. The next race, in Hungary , was
one of the most memorable races in the season. Michael Schumacher took pole with Villeneuve
partnering him on the front row. Damon Hill , in an Arrows which had not qualified as high as
ninth before the Hungarian Grand Prix, qualified up in third place. The start of the race saw Hill
overtake Villeneuve's Williams and on lap ten, the Brit overtook Schumacher to take the lead.
Hill kept the lead for the final rounds of pit stops, but coming into the finale of the race, Hill

reported that his Arrows was having problems, and in the end, Jacques Villeneuve took the lead
on the final lap of the race and went on to win the race, achieving the milestone th Grand Prix
victory for Williams. After two very exciting Grands Prix, fans were hoping that Belgium would
prove to be an exciting one as well. Villeneuve took pole position with Alesi's Benetton
completing the front row. The race was wet and Villeneuve dropped down to fifth place, while
his championship rival, Michael Schumacher, won the race by starting on intermediate tyres as
opposed to full wet. Fisichella came second, followed by Frentzen in third. Alesi got his first,
and only, pole position of the season in Italy with Frentzen coming second. David Coulthard
won the race, his second of the season; pole sitter Alesi came second and Frentzen came third.
Villeneuve went on to win the Grand Prix with Coulthard and Frentzen joining him on the
podium in second and third respectively. McLaren looked set for a 1â€”2 finish until both cars
broke down in quick succession. Villeneuve was therefore gifted a win, which would end up
being his last in F1, while title rival Michael Schumacher was taken out at the first corner. Alesi
and Frentzen completed the podium, making it, for the second time in the season, an all
Renault-powered podium. Japan saw Villeneuve, for the eighth time that season, take pole
position. Villeneuve was disqualified from the race, after failing to slow down under yellow flags
during qualifying. He raced under appeal, but finished only fifth. Michael Schumacher won the
race, while Frentzen came second and Irvine came third. Villeneuve's Williams team dropped his
appeal after the race, leaving Schumacher one point ahead of Villeneuve in the Drivers'
Championship, meaning that the title would be decided at the season finale in Jerez. Some
commentators recalled the finale , which saw a title deciding collision between Schumacher and
Damon Hill. At Jerez , the qualifying session was noteworthy, as three drivers, Villeneuve,
Schumacher, and Frentzen, all registered the same fastest qualifying time. Villeneuve was
awarded pole position since he had set the time first, and this would be the final pole of his F1
career. At the start of the race, Schumacher had a good start, overtaking Villeneuve to take the
lead. By lap 48 Villeneuve was catching up to Schumacher and attempted to overtake. Braking
later than the German at the Dry Sac corner, Villeneuve had the inside line and was slightly
ahead when Schumacher turned into him, his front right wheel connecting with the sidepod of
the Williams car. Schumacher retired on the spot and Villeneuve went to take third place and
earn four points, enough to take the title. Schumacher was later punished by the FIA for causing
an avoidable accident and was disqualified from the Championship, although his race results
grid position, finishing position, points still counted towards his official statistics. From
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Stewart - Ford. Tyrrell - Ford. Minardi - Hart. Lola - Ford. The weekend began with Villeneuve
claiming pole position early on during qualifying , avoiding Ferrari 's tactical rolling road-block
named Eddie Irvine. The start of the race saw Schumacher make a stronger start, surging ahead
of Villeneuve to secure the lead into turn one. Once it became clear that Frentzen would be no

threat to Schumacher the Williams - Renault team ordered the German to swap with Villeneuve,
which he duly did on lap eight. The second round of stops produced a similar result, with
Villeneuve making more ground on Schumacher, while the two McLarens made ground on the
pair of them. Villeneuve's bid for the lead was made on the brakes for Dry Sack, with the
Canadian ace sending his Williams lunging inside the Ferrari at the hairpin. The collision
demolished Schumacher's right front suspension, sending him sliding into the gravel and out of
the race. Villeneuve's pace deteriorated as the race wore on, although the Canadian racer only
needed to finish in the points to beat Schumacher in the Championship. Ultimately, however,
Berger would run out of time to catch the Canadian, falling shy at the chequered flag by 0. After
the race, however, there would be a lot of discussions, with the FIA forced into launching
several investigations after the race. Regardless, Villeneuve was declared as the World
Champion ahead of teammate Frentzen, while Williams-Renault were the Constructors
Champions, in the last year of their partnership. Michael Schumacher moved back to the top of
the Championship after Jacques Villeneuve's retroactive disqualification, leaving Japan with a
one point lead. That meant that the German ace simply had to finish ahead of the Canadian in
Jerez to claim the crown, while Villeneuve had to score a point or more regardless. In the
Constructors Championship the fight for the crown was over, with Williams - Renault leaving
Japan with points to their name. That left the Anglo-French squad eighteen clear of Ferrari , and
with only sixteen points available at each race, Williams-Renault were hence declared as
Champions with a race to spare. Ferrari were hence declared in second, while Benetton Renault were safe in third ahead of McLaren - Mercedes. With that the FIA Formula One World
Championship was over, with the final Championship standings published on the 11 November ,
two weeks after the final round. Jacques Villeneuve was declared as the Champion on 81 points,
while Heinz-Harald Frentzen secured second on 42 points. David Coulthard would complete the
top three ahead of Jean Alesi and Gerhard Berger , while Michael Schumacher was thrown out
of the Championship altogether having originally finished second. In the Constructors
Championship Williams - Renault rounded out their partnership with points and eight wins.
Ferrari secured second, having been allowed to keep the 78 points scored by Schumacher
across the campaign, and hence concluded the season on points. Benetton - Renault ,
meanwhile, were classified in third, four ahead of McLaren - Mercedes , while Jordan - Peugeot
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wrong. Domenicali hopes "incredible" Hamilton stays in F1. Red Bull made no secret of the fact
its F1 car is an evolution of its predecessor, but in keeping the same foundations while hiding
some tightly-guarded updates with its RB16B, the team aims to avoid suffering the same pitfalls
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is as hungry as ever to secure a fifth world championship. But there are key challenges it must
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